3P Learning Anti-Cheating Policy
Keeping the playing field level
3P Learning supports equal opportunity for all students and keeping a level playing field – where cheating is
banned – is an important part of that equality. While a small number of students occasionally cheat, a huge
majority play within the rules: on a level playing field. 3P Learning strongly supports those students playing
within the rules, and we’re underscoring that with our updated anti-cheating policy.

What is cheating?
Cheating is any behavior that unfairly increases a student’s score or disadvantages another student, whether
in Live Mathletics or curriculum activities within Mathletics, or in other 3P products like Readiwriter and
Spellodrome.

How does 3P keep the playing field level?
3P is constantly on the lookout for evidence of cheating and we make best efforts to update the software
regularly to foil cheats; loopholes are fixed and counter-measures deployed to make cheating impossible or
impractical.
When we identify cheating behavior, we log details of the event and take steps to remove scores associated
with the activity so that cheats cannot appear on the Hall of Fame leaderboard. With instances where we
identify continued cheating behavior we may additionally contact schools or parents.
This approach is a low-key way of keeping teachers/parents in the loop and supporting you in applying the
policy that’s relevant at your school or in your home.

How can students help us keep a level playing field?
Students: honest players rule, cheats just aren’t cool. Hacking (although it sounds fun and OK) at the end of
the day is still cheating. So be true to your friends, your classmates, to worldwide Live Mathletics competitors
and to yourself. Just don’t cheat (or hack)!! Inspire your friends to follow your positive example. Be a leader.

How can teachers and parents help us keep a level playing field?
We encourage teachers and parents to have honest conversations with their students so that they understand
what is expected from them. We will do all we can to block and discourage cheating activity and the rest is up
to you. We do respectfully ask you to remind students of the negative aspects of cheating.

Thank you from the 3P Learning team.

